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we have improved the process of creating and managing electronic payments by enhancing the
Payment Journal and Credit Transfer Register features and integrating them more.
The improvements enable users to better manage the payment creation process based on detailed
information about previous payment exports. Users that do not want to post payments until they have
actually been processed at the bank can more efficiently control which open vendor documents to pay
and avoid paying vendors wrongly or paying duplicate amounts. Also, the information about previous
payment exports makes partial-payment scenarios easy to manage.

Finally, more information about the payment history is now being stored, which provides better control
of the payment process and makes it possible to re-export payment data to electronic files.

Detailed information about previous payments export(s) is stored on open vendor documents. This
makes partial-payment scenarios easy to handle. Also, users that do not want to post payments until
they have actually been processed at the bank can efficiently control which open vendor documents to
pay and thus avoid paying vendors wrongly or paying duplicate amounts.

More information about previous payment exports is stored, which provides more possibilities to
control and audit the payment process.

Easy to recreate a payment file, for example, when a file turns out to be corrupt or has been misplaced.

When suggesting payments, users can filter out
unpaid vendor documents for which payment exports
have previously been made.

This link provides details
about all payment exports
that have been made for
the selected unpaid
vendor document.

Information about previous payments
exports.

Detailed information in the
Credit Transfer Reg. Entries window

Re-export is possible from the register

Access to details about the re-export history

Credit transfers that have been re-exported
change status to File Re-exported.

we have created a new feature called Payment Reconciliation Journal, which enables the user to import
bank statement data into a new UI and automatically apply payments made to the bank account to
their related open entries representing unpaid customer and vendor documents.

The new feature makes payment processing easier and more efficient, and it helps the customer keep
data about the cash situation in the company continuously updated. With good and accurate control of
applied and posted payments, the periodic bank account reconciliation process becomes easier.

Functionality for automatic payment reconciliation has been moved from the general journal to a
dedicated page. The page is intuitive to use and optimized for payment processing.

The correctness of the application proposals and the matching rate (i.e. the proportion of entries that are
matched automatically) is improved. The matching feature is currently optimized around scenarios where
the bank transaction data does not contain unique reference numbers (such as EndToEndID or Global
Standard Creditor Reference).
Information has been added that enables users to evaluate the correctness of matches proposed by the
system and decide which applications they want to review. It is also easy to investigate and to apply and
unapply manually.

The fact that the process is moved to a dedicated UI for payment reconciliation gives more control of who
has access to the process.

A basic version of the bank account card guides the user to fill in the
minimum data required for importing and reconciling payment transactions.

To enable bank statement import, users must
select the format of the bank statement file that
they receive bank transactions in.

Users can define what tolerance
the automatic application
engine uses when matching a
transaction amount with
remaining amounts on open
entries. Two kinds of tolerance
types are available: Percentage
or Amount
Two import formats are
predefined and mapped to the
Bank Acc. Reconciliation table:
SEPA CAMT and Bank Data
Conversion Service – Bank
Statement. If user need a
different format, a partner or
super user can set it up using,
for example, Data Exchange
Framework.

Bank transactions are
imported into the journal.

Application result

The match
confidence
of the
automatic
application
proposal

Bank totals are shown at the bottom of the journal. Before posting the journal, users can
compare the balance on the system bank account after posting with the ending balance
on the actual bank account to make sure that they are aligned.

A limited number of
functions makes it
easy to navigate and
get started.

Eight bank transaction data fields are now available in the Bank
Acc. Reconciliation table and mapped to the data import. This
means that the system can work with more data when matching
and applying automatically, which enables more accurate
automatic applications.

The length of the Transaction
Text field has been enhanced
from 50 to 140 characters.

The match confidence that results
from the automatic application is
shown in a granular way: Low,
Medum or High. This enables
users to decide which automatic
applications to review and which
to post directly.

The Map-Text-to Account function (which enables users to create text-mapping rules for recurring payments for
which there are no corresponding documents to apply to in the system) has been refined and integrated in the
automatic application engine. The system will only create a text-to-account mapping if the payment can only be
automatically applied with a match confidence lower than High.

Automatic
application of
lump-sum
payments to
multiple open
entries.

Easy to get an overview: Show all open entries, show
only open entries for a particular party, or show only
entries that have already been applied.

Candidate open vendor
and customer entries are
displayed. Application is
made or removed by
choosing a check box.

Dynamic calculation of the amount applied
and how much of the transaction amount
that remains for be applied

Users have access to
information about the reasons
for the match confidence.

The default logic in
the matching
algorithm is shown
in the UI as a list of
payment application
rules.

The partner or super user
can modify the algorithm
by changing, adding, or
removing payment
application rules. This is
described in more detail
in the ”Design Insight –
Record Matching in Cash
Management” white
paper.

we have introduced a new function called Import FIK Statement, which enables the user to import data
about incoming FIK payments into the Payment Reconciliation Journal window and apply them
automatically to open customer documents.

The result is fast and accurate processing of incoming customer payments.

The function is predefined to import payment data from the Danish standard FIK file type.

The automatic application engine finds the right open customer documents to apply payments to.

Messages guide the user about the result of the automatic application. This helps in the review process,
for example when a customer has accidently paid an invoice twice, has combined multiple invoices in
one payment, or has paid a different amount than the amount on the unpaid invoice.

The new function
imports FIK
payments and
simultaneously
matches and
applies them to the
related unpaid sales
invoices

When importing FIK data, the system places the FIK reference number in the Transaction Text
field together with information about the result of the automatic application.

Six different kinds of information may be shown on a journal line to show the result of the automatic application.
This helps users to quickly review the proposed applications and decide how to handle exceptions.

Value

Explanation

Matching Amount

The amount paid covers exactly the remaining amount on an open sales invoice that
is identified by the FIK number.

Partial Amount

The amount paid is less than the remaining amount on an open sales invoice that is
identified by the FIK number.

Excess Amount

The amount paid is higher than the remaining amount on an open sales invoice that is
identified by the FIK number.

No Matching FIK Number

The system has not found any open or closed sales invoices with a FIK number that
matches the FIK number on the payment.

Duplicate FIK Number

The system has discovered that there are payments that have similar FIK numbers.

Invoice Already Paid

The system has discovered that a FIK number on a payment matches a sales invoice
that is fully applied and closed.

On this page, you have access to resources for developers, consultants, sales, and business decision
makers. For more detailed information, please visit our readiness library, which includes a variety of
materials such as how-to videos, demo scripts, white papers, and slide decks.

https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/global/readiness-training/NAVGetReady

